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The first hyperpolarizability of two tungsten-carbonyl complexes, tungsten pentacarbonyl pyridine and tungsten
pentacarbonyltrans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)-ethylene, has been studied by the high-level TDDFT method. The
consideration of the solvent effect and intermolecularπ-π weak interaction in the calculations quantitatively
improve the final result of both the electronic excitations and the first hyperpolarizabilities. By using the
orbital decomposition scheme (J. Phys. Chem. A2006, 110, 1014-1021), the NLO mechanisms of these two
complexes have been ascribed to the dominant contribution from the metal-to-ligand charge transfer, with
HOMO f LUMO character, and the indispensable contribution from the intraligand charge transfer as well.
A supplementary formula has been proposed to implement the orbital-pair transition analysis. This study
reports the significant influences of solvation and intermolecular interactions on the first hyperpolarizabilities
of organometallic NLO chromophores.

1. Introduction

Organometallic and metal cluster coordination complexes
have been attracting great interest in recent years as the effective
nonlinear optical (NLO) materials/chromophores because they
combine the superior characteristics of organic and inorganic
materials.1,2 The existence of transition metal (TM) atom and
extended conjugateπ-delocalization ligands sufficiently provide
the push-pull architecture in such a chromophore that is
necessary for the significant hyperpolarizability.3

The elucidations of the NLO mechanism of organometallic
and metal cluster complexes are important in the development
of novel TM NLO chromophores. The available experimental
measurements reported so far are limited on the first hyperpo-
larizabilities (â) of organometallic chromophores. Some of them
have indicated the critical role of the metal-to-ligand charge
transfer (MLCT) mechanism.4,5 It would be more complicated
than the polynuclear metal cluster complexes with metal-metal
bonds, and less reports on the topic are available so far.6 One
of the pathways to effectively understand the NLO mechanism
of such a metal cluster coordination complex is to put the basis
on the understanding of that of the organometallic complexes
containing only one TM atom.

The metal-carbonyl complex is one of the mostly investi-
gated organometallic complexes. Among the hundreds of
synthesized metal-carbonyl complexes, there are some that have
been reported to possess notable second-order NLO responsi-
bilities.7,8 The aromatic metal-carbonyl complexes with the
metal-π binding possess extensive MLCT pattern of charge
transfer, which benefits the largeâ as mentioned above. Cheng
et al. reported the measurements of the first hyperpolarizabilities
of a series of metal-carbonyl complexes.9 They showed that
the substitute of the arene ligands was an effective way to alter
theâ and in some cases could change two to three times in the
magnitude ofâ values.

Although many theoretical investigations have been per-
formed on the electronic mechanism of organometallic NLO-
phores, the reported first-principles studies are limited so far.10,11

The recent TDDFT study by Baerends et al. gave an insight
into understanding a new effective analysis scheme on the NLO
mechanism of a sesquifulvalene transition metal complex.12 The
series studies by Bruschi et al. applied both the ab initio/CIS-
SOS and TDDFT/CDDFT methods in particular on the elec-
tronic excitations and theâ of a series of metal-carbonyl
complexes with differentπ-delocalized ligands, namely Py,
PyCHO, Pyz, PyzBF3, BPE, and BPEBF3.13 The later study led
to the interesting conclusions that the DFT results on the first
hyperpolarizability of the metal-carbonyl complexes seriously
overestimated the experimental, especially for those with
extended π-delocalization coordination ligands (BPE and
BPEBF3). They pointed out as well the oversimplification of
the “two-level model” (TLM) by Oudar.14

There are in fact many factors that affect the final calculated
results of theâ values and the consequent conclusions drawn
by the calculations.15,16 The previous studies have already
showed the limitations of the DFT method in the accurate
description of theâ of organic long molecules basically due to
the exchange-correlation (XC) functional approximation.17 The
effects of basis set and methods have been discussed as well.
Beside these, there are other limitations of the above theoretical
investigations on the organometallic-carbonyl complexes. They
lacked in the considerations of the environment effects, for
example, the solvation and intermolecular interactions that in
some cases are critical in obtaining quantitatively satisfactory
results of both the electronic excitations and theâ in comparison
with the experimental results. To our best knowledge, the
reported DFT studies are very limited that take into account
both the solvent effect and intermolecular interaction effect on
the â of organometallic NLO-phores.

In this paper, we applied TDDFT method at a high level of
accuracy to study the first hyperpolarizability of two typical
extendedπ-delocalization tungsten-carbonyl complexes with
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the considerations of both the solvent effects and intermolecular
interactions. We showed that, by such additional considerations,
the TDDFT results ofâ could be significantly improved and
therefore comparable in quantity with the measured data. The
orbital decomposition scheme proposed by Baerends et al.12 is
useful and effective in analysis the electronic NLO mechanism
of the two organometallic chromophores in terms of the
simulated electronic excitation transitions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the computational method in detail in the study as well as the
modified orbital decomposition scheme in the analysis. In
Section 3, two typical organometallic tungsten-carbonyl com-
plexes, W(CO)5Py (tungsten pentacarbonyl pyridine, TPCP) and
W(CO)5BPE (tungsten pentacarbonyltrans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)-
ethylene (BPE), TPCB), with extendedπ-delocalization ligands
(Py and BPE), are studied and analyzed on both the electronic
excitations and first hyperpolarizability. A supermolecular
approach has been adopted to account the intermolecular
interactions. Two models are used for comparative purposes
for both TPCP and TPCB, i.e., the monomer model with and
without solvent effects and the dimer model with solvent effect.
The former shows the effects of solvation and, in the latter case,
both the solvent effect and intermolecular interactions are taken
into account. In Section 4, we give our conclusions based on
the calculations and electronic mechanism analysis.

2. Computational Methods

The experimental measurements9 of the dipole moments and
the first hyperpolarizability of both TPCP and TPCB complexes
were performed by using solution-phase DC electric-field-
induced second-harmonic generation (EFISH). TPCP was
measured in toluene solution, while TPCB was in chloroform,
and both at 1.91µm incident laser radiation. The volume of
solvent molecule in solution, solvent dispersion, solvent dielec-
tric constant, and even the NLO susceptibility of such solution
exert influences on the final EFISH measurements. To reduce
the discrepancy between the gas-phase calculation and the
solution-phase measurement, the solvent effects were employed
in this study by using a conductor-like screening model
(COSMO)18 of solvation with the Klamt surface.19 The solute
dielectric constant were set to 2.38 (toluene) and 4.8 (chloro-
form) for TPCP and TPCB, respectively.

Although the EFISH measurements were performed in dilute
solution, the intermolecular interaction is stronger than that in
the gas phase. To simulate the interaction effect even within
the weak interaction regime in solution-phase EFISH measure-
ment, the supermolecular approach is employed in both TPCP
and TPCB dimer models.

The initial geometric structures of TPCP and TPCB chro-
mophores were taken from the X-ray diffraction data.20,21 The
molecular geometries have been fully optimized in the solutions
to the local energy minima, which have been confirmed by no
imaginary harmonic vibration frequency. All the geometries are
in C1 point group symmetry, except the monomer of TPCP is
restricted toC2 symmetry with the 2-fold axis (y) along the
dipole moment direction. The main structural parameters of the
monomers of TPCP and TPCB are listed in Table 1. The dimer
models of both TPCP and TPCB are fully optimized to such
configurations that the interaction energies (∆Ei) meet the
following conditions:

Figure 1 shows the optimized structures of the monomers and
dimers. The dimer configurations for TPCP and TPCB could
have many possibilities such as head-to-end configuration and
head-to-head configuration, etc. However, we found the dimer
configurations displayed in Figure 1 met the above interaction
energy conditions:∆Ei(TPCP) was-1.03 eV, while ∆Ei-
(TPCB) was-1.3 eV. The basis set superposition error (BSSE)
has been examined by the counterpoise method. The BSSE
corrections of TPCP and TPCB were all less than 0.01 eV,
which was negligible. The intramolecular bond length distortions
in the dimer models were all less than 2% versus those in the
monomers for both TPCP and TPCB. The W-W distances are
7.38 and 18.77 Å for TPCP and TPCB, respectively.

The geometric optimizations and ground-state self-consistent
field (SCF) calculations were proceeded at the TZP Slater basis
set with the “small” frozen core level (C, O; 1s; W: 1s4d) by
using the XC functional based on the local density approxima-
tion (LDA)22 and the general gradient approximation (GGA)
proposed by Beck and Perdew23 with scalar ZORA approach24

for relativistic effect, i.e., at the BP/TZP/ZORA level. The SCF
procedure was converged to 10-8 au and the integration accuracy
parameter was set to 5.

The measured excitation data9,10 of both TPCP and TPCB
complexes were obtained in solutions. TPCB’s excitation data
were measured in benzene, while TPCP’s were measured in
toluene, so the calculations of electronic excitation spectra of
both the monomers and dimers of TPCP and TPCB chro-
mophores were carried out in solution as well. The solvent
dielectric constant for benzene was set to 2.25. The calculated
spectra with solvent effect could impact the excitations not only
in energies but in the intensities.

The RESPONSE module25 implemented in the Amsterdam
density functional program (ADF)26 has been adopted in the
analytical TDDFT calculations of the electronic excitations and
the frequency-dependent first hyperpolarizabilities. The XC
functions based on the gradient-regulated connection (GRAC)27

of the potentials based on the shape-corrected LB94 potential
proposed by van Leeuwen and Baerends28 with scalar ZORA
approach have been used at the TZ2P Slater basis set with small
frozen core level of accuracy. The definition ofâi andâvec is
as follows:

The widely used TLM takes into account a particular
excitation in analyzing the contribution to staticâ of the
electronic transition induced by the charge transfer.∆Ei ) Edimer - 2Emonomer< 0 (1)

TABLE 1: Major Optimized Geometric Parameters (Bond
Lengths in Å and Angles in deg) of TPCP and TPCB
Monomers

TPCP TPCB

W-N 2.244 2.289
W-C1 1.988 2.014
W-C2-5 2.033 2.055-2.061
∠N-W-C1 180.0 180.0
C6-C7 1.466
C7-C8 1.362
C8-C9 1.471

âvec) ∑
i)x,y,z

µiâi/|µ|

âi )
1

5
∑

j)x,y,z

(âijj + âjij + âjji ), i ) x,y,z (2)
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where subscripti denotes the specifiedith excited state.∆µi is
the change of dipole moment after theith excitation.Mi is the
transition dipole moment and∆Ei is the transition energy from
the ground state to theith excited state.

We adopted in this study the orbital decomposition scheme
proposed by Hieringer and Baerends12 in the analysis of the
contribution of the orbital-pair transition toâ. Assuming each
excitation i could be decomposed into a series of orbital-pair
transitions (a,b) with the different transition dipole moments
M(a,b) and weight factors in percentagec(a,b). According to the
orbital decomposition scheme, the contribution toâCT of a
specific orbital-pair transition is essentially meaningful and
helpful rather than that of an individual excitation (i) in relating
the electronic structure toâCT. The contribution toâCT of the
specific orbital-pair transition (denoted byâ(a,b), e.g., the
contribution of HOMO to LUMO transition) in each excitation
state (i) was summed up:

where the summation is over all the calculated excited states
(N) that possess the (a,b) orbital-pair transition. By this way, it
could clearly show the relative contribution of the specific
orbital-pair transition toâCT to that of another orbital-pair
transition. Equation 4 is used to evaluate the static first
hyperpolarizability. The calculated staticâ(a,b) of the monomers
of TPCP and TPCB with the dominant percentages and the
relative ratios were listed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

All the calculations were performed on an IBM-JS21 server
by the ADF program on release of 2006.01.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electronic Structures and Electronic Excitation Spec-
tra. 3.1.1. Monomer and Dimer of TPCP.The orbital decom-

position scheme and electronic structures are used in analyzing
the origin of the electronic orbital transitions and their contribu-
tions to the first hyperpolarizability. Figure 2 shows the relevant
frontier molecular orbital levels of TPCP monomer along with
the constructed fragments of tungsten, carbonyl, and pyridine
ligands. The highest three occupied orbitals, i.e., HOMO
(belongs toa′′ irreducible representation of the molecular point
group, 19a′′), HOMO-1 (belongs toa′ irreducible representation
of the molecular point group, 35a′), and HOMO-2 (34a′) are
typically in the d orbital character of tungsten atom with partial
composition of typical metal-carbonyl-interacted orbitals (the
lone pair electrons of carbonyls donate to the empty tungsten d
orbitals andπ back-donation from the d orbital to the emptyπ

Figure 1. Molecular structures of model complexes (a) TPCP monomer; (b) TPCP dimer; (c) TPCB monomer; (d) TPCB dimer.

âCT ∝
∆µiMi

2

∆Ei
2

(3)

â(a,b)
CT ) ∑

i

N ∆uic(a,b)M(a,b)
2

∆Ei
2

(4)

TABLE 2: Dipole Moments (Debye), Dipole Polarizabilities
(10-24 esu), and First Hyperpolarizabilities (10-30 esu) of
Monomers and Dimers of TPCP and TPCB Complexes

complexes µ Rstatic R1907 âstatic â1907 expt

TPCP-m 7.5 28.9 29.2 -11.0 -15.0 -4.4a

TPCP-d 5.7 56.5 56.9 -5.0 -6.5 -4.4a

TPCB-m 6.1 52.2 53.3 -66.0 -109.3 -7.0b

TPCB-d 4.2 102.2 104.2 -11.1 -21.5 -7.0b

a EFISH measured data in toluene solution at 1907 nm laser radiation,
ref 9. b EFISH measured data in chloroform solution at 1907 nm laser
radiation, ref 29.

TABLE 3: Orbital Decompositions of the Dominant
Component âyyy of TPCP Monomer (au), Supports That the
Largest Orbital-Pair Contribution Has a Relative Ratio 100

(a,b) âyyy ratio dominant excitation contributions

(19a′′,20a′′) -506.7 100 1A′(94%)+ 2A′(4%)
(18a′′,37a′) 34.8 -6.9 12A′(17%)+ 13A′(47%)+ 25A′(9%) +

28A′(4%)
(18a′′,23a′′) 7.3 -1.4 12A′(8%) + 13A′(26%)+ 25A′(25%)+

28A′(6%)

TABLE 4: Orbital Decompositions of the Dominant
Component âxxx of TPCB Monomer (au)

(a,b) âxxx ratio dominant excitation contribution

(73a,74a) -8144.5 100 2A(94%)+ 19A(4%)
(69a,74a) 2025.9 -24.9 2A(5%) + 19A(66%)+ 28A(9%) +

29A(8%)
(72a,76a) 56.2 -0.7 9A(3%) + 10A(74%)+ 13A(21%)
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orbitals of the four planar carbonyls). The next occupied orbital
(18a′′) is mainly characterized by theπ-delocalization pyridine
ligand. The low-lying unoccupied orbitals mainly belong to the
ligand orbitals. LUMO (20a′′) is characterized by the anti-π
orbital of pyridine ligand, while the LUMO+1 (36a′) is entirely
located on the four planar carbonyls (CO1 in Figure 2).

The calculated electronic structure of the dimer TPCP
presented the weak interaction between two constructed mol-
ecules. Figure 3a depicted the frontier orbitals of the dimer along
with the two molecular fragments (m1 and m2). Most of the
occupied frontier orbital are almost 2-fold generated (simply
combines those of the single molecule), with about 0.2 eV
energy lower than those of the molecular fragment. The LUMO
(109a) and LUMO+1 however compose almost half LUMO
of one molecule (m1) and the half of the other (m2) (LUMO:

0.46 m1 + 0.50 m2; LUMO+1: 0.48 m1 + 0.46 m2). The orbital
energy of LUMO of dimer lowered about 0.15 eV with respect
to that of the fragment, while for LUMO+1, it was about 0.1
eV higher. Because the LUMO and LUMO+1 of the dimer
characterized by conjugatedπ* orbital of the pyridine ligands,
the intermolecular interaction acts mostly as theπ-π long-
distance weak interaction between the two pyridines.

The electronic excitation spectrum measured by Cheng et al.
showed that TPCP complex has a small d-L transition at 332
nm in toluene solution.9 This transition was reported to be a
poorly resolved excitation. Figure 4a showed the calculated
excitation spectra of the monomer both in gas phase and in
toluene solution. The low-energy excitations shifted to blue in
solution for about 50 nm, while the high-energy peaks increased
the intensities. Our results showed that the solvent effect exerts
critical influence on the electronic excitation transition of the
TPCP molecule in both energies and intensities. The d-L
transition was found to be located at 388 nm in solution with a
low calculated oscillator strength,f ) 0.003, which corresponds
is the poorly resolved peak in the measurement. The calculated
result of Bruschi et al. was 401 nm, which was obtained in gas-
phase calculation.

Within the spectrum region of 200-500 nm, more excitation
transitions are presented in the excitation curve of the dimer
(Figure 5a) because it includes the transitions of two constructed
molecules. The results of dimer in solution assigned theλd-L

located at 356 nm with a low oscillator strength (f ) 0.002 in
ADF calculation). The calculated value agrees well with the
experimental data of 332 nm.

3.1.2. Monomer and Dimer of TPCB.TPCB monomer
possesses a more extendedπ-delocalization ligand BPE than
TPCP does. The electronic structure shows TPCB has a smaller
HOMO-LUMO energy gap of 1.6 eV than TPCP does (2.3
eV). Figure 2b showed the frontier molecular orbitals along with
the fragments of tungsten, carbonyl, and BPE ligands, which
are similar to those of TPCP monomer. The highest three frontier
occupied orbitals of HOMO (73a), HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 are
typically the metal-carbonyl-based orbitals. The next two
occupied lower-energy orbitals (70a and 69a) are characterized
by the conjugatedπ orbital of BPE ligand. The LUMO (74a)
is characterized by the empty anti-π orbital of BPE ligand, while
the LUMO+1 is entirely located on the four carbonyls (CO1).

The two molecules dimerized in such a configuration that
x-axis is along the direction of two tungsten atomsy andz axes
are perpendicular to the two BPE conjugated planes, respec-
tively. The nearest distance between two molecules (m1 and
m2) is 2.98 Å, much longer than the hydrogen bond length. This
indicates the interaction between the two constructed molecules
is very weak. The interaction of the virtual unoccupied orbitals
of m1 and m2 did not happen in TPCB dimer. The electronic
structure of TPCB dimer is mostly the combination of those of
m1 and m2. To describe clearly in the following section, it is
noted that the LUMO of the dimer (147a) mostly belongs to
BPE of m1 and LUMO+1 to that of m2. The HOMO (146a) is
mostly ascribed to m1, while HOMO-1 is mostly ascribed to
m2 (Figure 3b).

Figure 4b showed the excitation spectra of TPCB monomer
both in benzene solution and in gas phase. The low-energy
excitations are once again found blue-shifted, while the high-
energy excitations mostly reduced the intensities due to the
solvent polarity. The replacement of Py by a moreπ-delocalized
BPE ligand shifted low-energy excitation peaks to red by about
120 nm. The UV-vis spectrum measured by Pizzotti et al.
obtained thedM -π*L (d-L) transition anddM - π*CO (d-

Figure 2. Frontier molecular orbital energy level diagrams of the
monomers along with the constructed fragments (CO1 denotes the four
planar carbonyls and CO2 for the other one. The solid lines show strong
interactions and the dot lines for the weak ones). (a) TPCP monomer;
(b) TPCB monomer.
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CO) transition at 441and 403 nm, respectively.29 The excitation
results of the monomer showed that the d-L transition located
at 487 nm with the calculated oscillator strengthf ) 0.003, while
the d-CO transition located at 418 nm withf ) 0.008. The
previously reported calculate data in gas phase were 492 and

422 nm, respectively.13 The results of monomer model in both
cases overestimated the measurement.

The results of TPCB dimer in solution (Figure 5b) assigned
theλd-L located at 437 nm with the oscillator strengthf ) 0.002,
which mainly corresponds to the transition between the orbitals

Figure 3. Frontier molecular orbital energy level diagrams of the dimers along with the constructed molecules (m1 and m2). (a) TPCP dimer; (b)
TPCB dimer.

Figure 4. Simulated electronic excitation spectra in both the gas-phase (dash) and solution-phase (solid) of (a) TPCP and (b) TPCB monomer.

Figure 5. Simulated electronic excitation spectra in solution of (a) TPCP and (b) TPCB dimer.
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from 146a to 147a involving m1. The calculatedλd-CO located
at 411 nm with the oscillator strengthf ) 0.01, which mainly
corresponds to the transitions from 143a orbital to 149a orbital
involving m1 and from 144a to 150a involving m2. The TDDFT
results in this study agree well with the experimental data.

3.2. First Hyperpolarizability. 3.2.1. Monomer and Dimer
of TPCP.As a typical and simple metal-carbonyl aromatic
complex, TPCP has been studied by various theoretical tech-
niques before to understand the nature of the first hyperpolar-
izability. The charge transfer from metal to pyridine ligand has
been ascribed to the major contribution to theâCT in the
literature.13 The present study on TPCP by using the TDDFT
method reproduced the conclusion of the earlier studies.

Table 2 lists both the calculated static and dynamicâvec (≈
ây) of the monomer in solution along with the dipole moments.
The dynamicâvec at 1907 nm was more than three times larger
than the EFISH data. The result is apprehensible and is in
concord with the previous studies16 that DFT results usually
overestimateâ in magnitude. The static value of present study
is larger in magnitude than the CPDFT gas-phase data reported
by Bruschi et al.13 This indicates that the solvent effect increases
â of TPCP.

The calculations on TPCP dimer on the other side resulted
in the significantly reducedây. The dynamicây value of-6.5
× 10-30 esu agrees with the experimental. The dipole moment
(5.7 D) calculated by the dimer model was close to the
measurement (6.0 D) as well. Although the results by the dimer
approach were qualitatively satisfactory,âvec was still 50%
overestimated.

It is reasonable to assume that in most cases the environment
effects including both the solvent effect and weak intermolecular
interactions exert influence on the quantity of the first hyper-

polarizability. With this idea in mind, we performed the orbital
decomposition scheme only on the gas-phase monomers in the
analysis process to address the intrinsic NLO nature of the
molecules.

The results listed in Table 3 show that the dominantâyyy

component ofâ is ascribed mostly to the orbital-pair transition
contribution of (19a′′ 20a′′), where 19a′′ is the HOMO and 20a′′
is the LUMO. This orbital-pair transition has been found to
mainly come from the excitations of 1A′, the lowest energy
excitation with medium intensity (the lower excitation contribu-
tions less than 2% are not listed in the second column of Tables
3 and 4). The second large contribution came from (18a′′,37a′),
where 18a′′ is the HOMO-3 and 37a′ is the LUMO+3, and
this contribution has the opposite sign of the largest one. The
subsequent negative contribution toâyyy is (18a′′,23a′) transition.
All other occupied to virtual orbital transitions are computed
to have lower contribution toâyyy less than 0.5% and are
therefore not listed in Table 3.

The HOMOf LUMO transition is obviously characterized
by MLCT (d-π*L), while the transitions of (18a′′,37a′) and
(18a′′,23a′) are mainly originated to LLCT, both correspond
mainly to the occupiedπ orbitals of the pyridine ligand to the
emptyπ* orbitals of the four planar carbonyls (πL-π*CO). The
LLCT contributions reduce the dominant MLCT contribution
to âyyy with a small relative ratio less than 9%.

3.2.2. Monomer and Dimer of TPCB.The first hyperpolar-
izability of TPCB has also been studied before by both SCI/
SOS and DFT methods in gas phase.13 Bruschi et al. stated by
using sum-over-state (SOS) analysis that the intraligand charge
transfer (ILCT) makes significant contribution toâCT. We
presented in this study the similar conclusion by using the orbital
decomposition scheme, which is based on response theory.

Figure 6. Molecular orbital contours involving the major charge transfers of (a) TPCP and (b) TPCB.
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The staticâvec (≈ âx) computed by the monomer model in
solution was-66 × 10-30 esu (Table 2), which is again larger
than the earlier reported CPDFT data13 in gas phase. The solvent
effect increasesâ of TPCB. The dynamicâvec on the other hand
was more than fifteen times larger than that of the experimental
data. The calculated dynamicâvec by the dimer model greatly
reduced to-21× 10-30 esu. Considering the systematical error
of the measurement and the XC approximation of the DFT
method that we used, the dimer model in solution produced a
satisfactory qualitativeâ of TPCB complex. It is also noteworthy
that the dipole moment (4.2 D) by the dimer model in solution
agrees well with the measurement (3.8 D).

The orbital decomposition scheme performed on the TPCB
monomer in gas phase showed the orbital-pair transition that
major contributed toâxxx was (73a,74a), where 73a is the
HOMO and 74a is the LUMO, which mainly came from the
low-energy excitation of 2A. The second large contribution in
magnitude came from (69a,74a) transition with a relative ratio
of about 25% to the largest one. But its contribution has an
opposite sign to that of the largest one. The third large
contribution in magnitude that can also make an opposite
contribution toâxxx came from (72a,76a) orbital-pair transition.
The molecular orbital analysis showed that (73a,74a) transition
is basically MLCT (d-π*L), while (69a,74a) transition is ILCT
inside BPE ligand from one pyridine ring to the other. The (72a,-
76a) transition corresponds to MLCT (d-π*CO). Both the
transitions of (69a,74a) and (72a,76a) made negative contribu-
tion to the magnitude ofâxxx. The ILCT contribution is about
25% in ratio of the MLCT contribution.

To conclude this section, the environment effects, particularly
the intermolecular interaction, are important in the theoretical
quantitative reproduction of the measuredâ. The orbital
decomposition scheme based on the response theory clearly and
usefully analyzes the NLO origin in terms of the linear optical
parameters such as∆µi, Mi, and∆Ei (formula 4). Our results
showed that the MLCT was the major charge transfer contrib-
uted to the first hyperpolarizability of both TPCP and TPCB
chromophores (Figure 6). By substituting Py ligand with a more
extended conjugatedπ-delocalization BPE ligand, the relative
ratio of MLCT contribution to LLCT /ILCT contribution
reduced and theâ increased.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we applied the high-level TDDFT method to
calculate the electronic excitation spectra and the first hyper-
polarizability of two typical tungsten-carbonyl arene chro-
mophores, TPCP and TPCB. Both the solvent effect and weak
intermolecular interactions have been taken into account in the
computation and the calculated results have been significantly
improved and are in satisfactory comparison with the experi-
mental measurements, letting out the systematic experimental
error and XC functional approximations.

We showed that the solvent effect exerts critical influence
on the electronic excitations of TPCP and TPCB chromophores
in both the excitation energies and intensities. The weak
intermolecular interactions that existed in solution-phase EFISH
measurement could be simulated by using the specified super-
molecular models. We found that interaction effects, in particular
the π-π stacking interactions in TPCP and TPCB dimer,
influence the calculatedâ values in quantity under the specified
dimer configurations. It is necessary to consider the interaction
effects in pursuing the satisfactory computing results in com-
parison with the experimental.

By using the new proposed orbital decomposition scheme
by Baerends and his co-worker, we concluded that these two

typical metal-carbonyl chromophores exhibited the dominant
MLCT mechanism in NLO response. This useful scheme could
easily clarify the essential orbital-pair transitions to the first
hyperpolarizability in terms of the linear optical parameter
obtained by the electronic excitation computations. We added
supplementary formula 4 to implement the orbital decomposition
analysis. It modified the crude TLM model and let it work in
the study. By using this formula, the relative contribution of
each orbital-pair transition to the other could be quantitatively
obtained, and therefore the dominant charge-transfer pattern in
NLO response could be easily assigned. This formula at present
stage is available to the NLO-phores with one-dimensional
charge transfers due to the finite-field scheme used in obtaining
∆µi.

The orbital decomposition scheme is practically convenient
and computing economical compared to the traditional sum-
over-state (SOS)30 analysis scheme. As a result, most compli-
cated systems could be affordable by this scheme. It is very
promising to apply the scheme in the large-size complexes such
as nanometer motifs, inorganic metal cluster complexes contain-
ing more than one TM atoms, and biological protein or DNA
large molecules.

We ascribed the overestimations of TLM in estimatingâ of
TPCP and TPCB chromophores to the missing states of LLCT
and ILCT contributions. According to our analysis the LLCT
contribution could reduce about 9% in total ofâCT in magnitude
of TPCP and the larger percentage of reduction are found by
ILCT contribution in TPCB case. The more extended conjugated
delocalization ligand the complex has, the smaller energy gap
would be (∆Eg of TPCP is 2.3 eV and that of TPCB is 1.6 eV),
which results in the reduced LLCT/ILCT transition energies.
The LLCT/ILCT contributions to theâ consequently increase
because the transition energy is in inverse proportion toâCT to
the second power. The results strongly suggest that by adjusting
the coordination conjugated ligand, the NLO mechanism of
metal-carbonyl chromophores might be altered from MLCT
dominant to LLCT/ILCT dominant. This is very interesting in
designing and tailoring the tungsten-carbonyl complexes with
specified NLO properties. More examples on this topic are
currently in process in our group.
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